Abstract-This paper presents a multi-skill motion planner which is able to sequentially synchronize parameterized motion skills in order to achieve humanoid motions exhibiting complex whole-body coordination. The proposed approach integrates sampling-based motion planning in continuous parametric spaces with discrete search over skill choices, selecting the search strategy according to the functional type of each skill being coordinated. As a result, the planner is able to sequence arbitrary motion skills (such as reaching, balance adjustment, stepping, etc) in order to achieve complex motions needed for solving humanoid reaching tasks in realistic environments. The proposed framework is applied to the HOAP-3 humanoid robot and several results are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite several successes in the motion planning domain, achieving whole-body coordinated humanoid motions for solving manipulation tasks remains a challenge. The problem is in particular difficult because most of humanoid tasks require coordination of different types of motion skills, which have to be addressed in an integrated fashion. This paper proposes a generic framework for addressing this problem.
The proposed framework is applied to the particular problem of coordinating stepping and reaching for the HOAP-3 humanoid platform. The robot has a relatively small reachable space for the arms and therefore coordination with stepping is critical even for reaching simple targets. Figure 1 illustrates a situation where the humanoid is not able to reach the target with a simple arm motion because the target is outside reachable range, and therefore stepping and body adjustments are required in order to solve the task. It is important to notice that the problem of skill coordination appears frequently in common tasks such as: relocating objects, opening doors, pushing buttons, etc. Most importantly this class of problems addresses a broad range of real-life
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{mkallmann,yhuang,rbackman}@ucmerced.edu tasks and represents a large proportion of people's daily activities. Deciding the sequence of skills to employ for such tasks is not trivial due the large number of possible coordinations and the different capabilities and constraints of each available skill. However solving the coordination of motion skills is critical for several reasons: 1) for achieving optimal movements exploring the full potential of the humanoid structure, 2) for enabling complex mobile manipulations in cluttered environments, and 3) for achieving human-like motions which are better suited for humanoid assistants interacting and collaborating with people.
Instead of relying on a series of pre-programmed controllers with reactive behaviors, the proposed framework is designed to explore and evaluate many possible motion strategies for each given problem. The planner is capable of exploring both the parameterization space of individual motion skills and the possible coordination points for switching between skills. The planner is based on a generic representation of motion skills which is able to encapsulate different algorithmic strategies for motion control in a common integrated framework. As a result the planner is able to evaluate several solutions for the sequencing of stepping and reaching motions in order to reach for a given target. The presented framework is inspired by cognitive theories advocating that humans select learned motor programs (here called motion skills) each time a task has to be solved [26] .
II. RELATED WORK
Traditional motion planning approaches [20, 21, 23] are based on the systematic search in configuration spaces. Among the several techniques, sampling-based methods such as the Probabilistic Roadmaps (PRMs) [14] and RapidlyExploring Random Trees (RRTs) [19, 22] have become extremely popular for planning in continuous configuration spaces. These and other methods have been applied to humanoid structures, however, as whole-body motion planning for humanoids is inherently a multi-modal problem, most of the approaches have been developed for particular modes or skills, for instance: footstep planning for precise locomotion around obstacles [3, 4, 18] , reaching motions for manipulation [1, 5, 6, 11, 12, 17] , etc.
When planning is limited to a discrete selection among possible actions or predefined motion patterns, discrete planners based on A* and its several variations [15, 16, 24] are well suited for finding the best sequence of actions to be taken. No single planning method is best in all cases. For instance, while discrete planning is well suited for sequencing stepping motions, arm reaching is best addressed by searching the continuous configuration space of the arm.
Multi-modal planning has recently emerged for humanoids and has been in particular developed for achieving locomotion and climbing in difficult terrains [2, 8, 9, 13] and also to sequentially coordinate walking and pushing [10] . With a focus on locomotion, extensions to the basic PRM method for handling multi-modal problems have also been proposed [7] . However, less attention has been given for the specific purpose of coordinating locomotion with reaching motions, which is the main topic addressed in our present work.
The multi-skill framework proposed in this paper addresses the problem of coordinating stepping and reaching motions as a multi-modal planning problem. In doing so the presented algorithm proposes a novel hybrid mechanism for solving multi-modal problems, integrating two types of search: 1) sampling of motion variations for concatenation of mobility skills and 2) bidirectional systematic exploration of manipulation skills for precisely reaching given targets. The overall approach is therefore able to explore the concatenation of locomotion skills until the target manipulation can be rapidly solved with a bidirectional search. The presented results demonstrate the suitability of the approach for solving several complex humanoid reaching tasks.
III. MOTION SKILLS
The presented framework considers that each available motion skill is able to produce specialized motions efficiently according to its own parameterization scheme.
Let C be the d-dimensional configuration space of the humanoid being controlled and C free the subspace representing the valid configurations. Configurations in C free are collision-free, in balance and respect articulation constraints.
One of the purposes of using motion skills is their specialized ability to control the humanoid in a particular mode. The discrete set M is used to represent humanoid modes by specifying the state of each end-effector. Four letters are used: f for free (or unconstrained), m for when the endeffector is being used for object manipulation, s for when it is being used to support the humanoid, and o for when the end-effector can be optionally used as a support. Optional supports are in particular detected when a foot is correctly placed on the floor but without supporting any weight, meaning that the foot can be used or not as support by a subsequent skill.
Assuming that the humanoid structure in consideration has four end-effectors (two feet and two hands), a mode is then represented as a four-letter string, such as: "ssf f " for a standing rest pose, or "ssmf " for a standing pose with one hand grasping an object, etc.
X is the state space of the planning problem, which is defined as the Cartesian product X = C × R + , where R + is used to represent time. Therefore x = (q, t) ∈ X denotes a configuration q at time t. The function m(x) ∈ M is used to compute the mode of the humanoid at state x in the current environment.
S represents the skill base of the humanoid and is the finite set of all available motion skills. S(x) ⊂ S represents the subset of skills which can be instantiated at x, i.e., which are applicable to take control over the humanoid in state x and mode m(x). Each skill is essentially a controller specialized to operate in a particular set of modes and is responsible for checking the feasibility of instantiation, for example: a foot placement skill will only be instantiated if there is an unconstrained foot to be controlled, etc.
where P σ is its parametric control space, and [0, 1] is the normalized time parameterization of the produced motion, such that ∀p ∈ P σ , σ x (p, 0) = x, and σ x (p, 1) is the final pose produced by the skill. Therefore, once a skill is instantiated it can then be evaluated in [0, 1] in order to obtain the states traversed by the produced motion. Note that if there is a p ∈ P σ such that σ x (p, 1) = y, then σ x can be used to create a motion between states x and y, and the notation σ x (y, t) may be used instead of σ x (p, t).
Skills are also classified according to their main purpose. Currently two types of skills are considered: mobility skills and manipulation skills. The type informs how each skill is supposed to be controlled by the multi-skill planner. While manipulation skills are responsible for controlling endeffectors in order to reach targets which are in reachable range, mobility skills are responsible for updating the position of the humanoid until the target becomes reachable.
Given an initial state x i and a final set of goal states X g , the goal of the multi-skill planner is to produce a sequence of n skills, together with their application parameters such that, after the sequential application of all the skills, the humanoid will have moved from x i to a state x g ∈ X g and only traversing states with configurations in C free . Note that in this way the search space considered by the multi-skill planner is restricted to the parametric spaces of the available skills.
In this paper, the specific case of coordinating body motions for object grasping is used to demonstrate the framework. The goal is to precisely reach given targets with the hand and therefore the final set of goal states X g represents all body postures with the hand precisely reaching the given target placement. The motion skills developed for solving these reaching tasks are described below.
A. Reaching Skill
The reaching skill σ reach is a manipulation skill parameterized by the target location to be reached by a hand or foot and was developed with analytical IK formulations for the arms and legs of the HOAP-3 robot.
Given a parameter p, σ reach produces a motion from the current posture to a final pose with the hand or foot exactly reaching the target position encoded in p. The legs of the HOAP-3 platform have 6 degrees of freedom (DOFs) and therefore the analytical solution can precisely compute joint angles for placing the feet in given 6 DOFs targets (position and orientation). The arms only have 5 DOFs and so the IK formulation only ensures that the target position is met, leaving the end-effector with the best orientation possible.
Whenever the skill is instantiated in a given body posture, the reaching skill will first determine with the IK a final arm posture reaching the given location p. The motion between the initial posture and the final posture is produced by interpolating the current hand position to the target in workspace. Each intermediate pose is therefore also computed by IK. In this way a reaching motion with the hand describing a rectilinear trajectory in workspace is obtained (see Figure 2 ). The time parameterization is mapped to a spline curve in order to obtain a bell-shaped velocity profile. These characteristics encode observations of how realistic arm motions are performed by humans [25] .
The use of an analytical IK formulation is important due its fast computation, as the motion planner will sample several variations of each motion skill. The fact that the analytical formulation only affects the arm (or leg) does not pose a problem since other skills (as the balance skill introduced next) will affect the other parts of the body. Note also that the IK formulation observes joint range limits and the planner will test for motion feasibility each time a skill is used. 
B. Stepping Skill
The stepping skill σ step is a mobility skill that moves each leg individually and is implemented using the same IK formulation as in σ reach . The main difference is that σ step is parameterized by a target position and orientation on the floor to be reached by the foot. Contacts between the feet and the environment are constantly monitored for determining the support mode and balance validity. In this paper only the ground is considered to be a valid surface for support.
Given the current mode m(x), σ step can only be instantiated for a leg which is unconstrained, and two versions exist: σ lstep controls the left leg and σ rstep controls the right leg.
Also note that in order to produce valid motions between the current foot position to a new placement, σ step generates an arc-shaped trajectory in the vertical plane such that the foot will not slide on the ground between the two placements. Figure 3 illustrates the generated motion. 
C. Balance Skill
The balance skill σ bal is another mobility skill but which has as main purpose to vary the support mode in order to allow different stepping skills to be instantiated. It is parameterized by a displacement (in position and orientation) to be achieved by the root joint of the robot. The desired motion is achieved by moving the joint angles of the legs towards new configurations which will lead to the desired root joint displacement. The analytical IK formulation is again used to determine the joint angle variations of the legs while exactly maintaining the feet placements.
The balance skill provides the key capability of transitioning between different leg support modes. The support mode is constantly monitored during the application of motion skills as it will influence the set of applicable motion skills, i.e. the skills which can be instantiated at a given humanoid configuration. The balance skill will in particular be responsible to free one leg from supporting the humanoid, allowing it to take a step towards a new placement. Figure 4 illustrates two different motions generated by the balance skill.
D. Sampling Skill Variations
Skills also determine bounds for their parameters in order to allow meaningful sampling of motions produced by instantiated skills. Figure 5 illustrates few variations obtained when sampling the parametric spaces of the skills considered in this work. The multi-skill planner will use this sampling functionality in order to search for concatenations between skills, and in the case of manipulation skills, to also search for intermediate motions around obstacles when collisions with obstacles are detected.
IV. MULTI-SKILL PLANNER
The multi-skill planner (MSP) maintains a search tree T of visited states and a priority queue Q with the nodes in the current expansion front. When MSP starts, T and Q are initialized with the current state of the humanoid. Queue Q is prioritized by a cost associated with each enqueued state and the initial state receives cost 0. Then, given a goal position p g and orientation q g , the skill expansion procedure is repetitively called until the humanoid reaches a state in X g , i.e. a state where one of its hand is exactly reaching target (p g , q g ). If a given maximum elapsed time passes without success, the expansion stops and MSP reports failure.
The skill expansion routine is detailed in Algorithm 1. It basically selects skills and performs the search expansion strategy according to each skill type. At each call, the procedure removes the lowest cost (higher priority) state x from Q and selects all skills which are applicable (line 2), i.e. which can be instantiated at state x. For each applicable skill, the corresponding expansion method is then selected and applied. Note that skills will only be applicable if the controlled end-effector is free or optionally free (letters f or o in the mode encoding). Therefore, for each new state x being processed, the center of mass of the humanoid and its support polygon are computed in order to determine the mode description m(x) ∈ M . In the scope of this paper, only static balance tests based on the location of the projected center of mass onto the support polygon are computed.
Manipulation skills are only considered by the planner if the goal location is reachable by the skill from the current state. This test is performed in lines 5 and 6. When a manipulation skill is selected for expansion, a candidate goal state x g reaching the goal has been already determined (line 5) and a bidirectional RRT-like exploration starts between x and x g in order to determine if a valid motion joining the two states can be found, in which case the algorithm successfully terminates. If the two states can be connected by a single application of the manipulation skill, the bidirectional search will trivially find such solution.
Algorithm 1 Skill expansion of the multi-skill planner.
if ( σ x type is manipulation ) then 5.
for ( k 1 times ) do
if ( connection found ) then 10.
return SOLUTION FOUND 11. end if 12. end for 13. attach the expanded bidirectional trees to x 14. n ← total number of nodes in the trees 15 .
end if 17. else if ( σ x respects its mobility sequence ) then 18. for ( k 2 times ) do 19. p ← sample ( P σ ) 20. if ( motion generated by σ x (p) is valid ) then 21.
x ← σ x (p, 1)
22.
T .append child ( x, x , σ x , p ) 23 .
end if 25. end for 26. end if 27. end for 28. return NOT YET FOUND Skill σ reach is the only considered manipulation skill and two versions of it are available in S: one for the right hand and another one for the left hand. In this way the planner will naturally select the most suitable hand to reach the goal. The bidirectional search for the manipulation skill is then expanded up to k 1 times (lines 7-12).
Algorithm 2 details the process: each bidirectional search is initialized with one tree rooted at the current state x and the second tree rooted at the goal state x g . At each iteration, the algorithm tries to grow the trees in the direction of random landmarks x rand by a motion of length δ. The iterations will eventually produce a collision-free path by concatenation of the landmarks, or in case k 1 iterations pass without success, the process stops.
Parameter k 1 controls the tradeoff between insisting in trying to reach the target from the current body placement, or suspending the search to let new manipulation instantiations to try reach the target from different body placements. When the k 1 iterations pass, the bidirectional search is suspended and attached to the current state x, which is re-inserted in Q with an updated cost encoding the time invested so far in that expansion. Note that if x is removed again from Q in a later expansion, the attached bidirectional search will be again executed for a maximum of k 1 additional expansions. In this way different instantiations of σ reach compete with each other in order to find the overall minimum-cost solution for the task (see Figure 8 ). return CONNECTION FOUND 9. else 10. try to expand ( t a , x a , x rand , δ ) 11. try to expand ( t b , x b , x rand , δ ) 12. return NOT YET FOUND 13 . end if Mobility skills are selected for expansion in line 17 of Algorithm 1. In order to ensure that the planner concatenates a meaningful sequence of mobility skills, each mobility skill provides a mobility sequence to be respected. Skill σ lstep requires the grand-parent and the parent nodes of the current state x to have been generated by skills σ rstep and σ bal respectively. This avoids the planner to spend time with nonuseful stepping sequences such as: σ lstep , σ bal and σ lstep . Similarly, skill σ rstep constraints the two previously applied skills to be σ lstep and σ bal . Finally skill σ bal simply does not allow repetition, i. e. it restricts that the previous skill cannot be as well a σ bal skill. Constraining sequences with per-skill specifications has greatly improved the overall performance of the planner. Costs Every time a new state is inserted in Q (lines 15 and 23) of Algorithm 1, its cost is computed. The cost dictates which states are to be expanded first and its computation can take different metrics into consideration. The cost function used in this work encodes the following terms:
Algorithm 2 Bidirectional expansion of manipulation skills
Term d c (x i , x) encodes the usual cost-to-come and is computed as the sum of the costs in all the edges in the T branch from the root node x i to the current node x. Edge costs encode the displacement of the motion represented by each edge. Term d g (x, p g ) encodes the cost-to-go heuristic, and is set as the distance between the goal point and the mid-point between the shoulder joints of the humanoid at state x. This cost is weighted by w g and makes states closer to the goal to be expanded first. The final term is weighted by w e and penalizes states which have already been expanded (by n expansions) in a bidirectional manipulation search. This term does not affect states reached by mobility skills which will always have n = 0 (Algorithm 1 line 23).
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Figure 6 illustrates a typical solution obtained by MSP for reaching a target among a few obstacles in a table. In the example shown by Figure 7 the two versions of σ reach are included in S (one for each hand) and the planner was able to find solutions using both hands. Figure 9 shows another solution obtained in a more constrained environment. In all cases, the obtained solutions represent coordinated, statically-stable and collision-free motions.
The first two images of Figure 6 show colored edges representing the expanded nodes of the search. The blue edges show the root position variation generated with the application of skill σ bal . Red edges represent variations of the right foot position generated by instantiations of σ rstep . Green edges represent variations of the left foot position generated by σ lstep . The edges in magenta represent the hand trajectories controlled by σ reach . These examples show that most of the solutions are composed of several body adjustments until arm reaching is feasible, in the same fashion depicted by the diagram of Figure 8 .
The obtained results show that MSP is able to find suitable body placements for supporting manipulation tasks and that several solutions can be explored when the algorithm is not stopped at the first (minimum-cost) solution. Additional metrics can also be included in the cost function for taking into account: low energy consumption, security distance from obstacles, etc.
One main strength of the proposed approach is the ability to integrate the discrete expansion of mobility skills with the systematic and bidirectional expansion of manipulation skills, allowing both types of search to be concurrently expanded in order to explore and evaluate different concatenations of skills. The amount of expansions performed at each step can be controlled by parameters k 1 and k 2 , which will directly control the branching factor of the search. Note that no mechanisms have been included to detect and prevent regions in X to be excessively visited. Such mechanisms could be integrated with the use of hash functions, and would be necessary in dense expansions.
Another important observation is that MSP is able to generate crude locomotion patterns. Locomotion patterns could be further optimized and parameterized, and even re-inserted as new higher-level skills to become available to the planner. The possibility of integrating an automated process of learning of higher-level skills could lead to a powerful knowledgebase learning approach for motion planning. Alternatively, hand-crafted skills for producing a walking gait could be easily integrated in the framework and would quickly bring the humanoid close to the object to be manipulated.
Note also that the computed solutions are described by a precise sequence of skills and their instantiation parameters. This allows motion optimization algorithms to be developed to operate on the parametric control space of each skill, instead of operating on the full state space of the humanoid. In our present work, optimization and smoothing techniques were not applied to the presented results. However several well-known techniques from the motion planning field can be readily integrated for further improving the computed motions.
Depending on the complexity of the problem being solved, the computational time required for finding a solution may vary from few seconds to several minutes. The solutions illustrated in Figures 1, 6 , 7, and 9 took respectively: 1 second, 49 seconds, 7 minutes, and 3 hours on an Intel Q9450 CPU. In most of these examples parameters k 1 = 60 and k 2 = 10 were used. Note that the planner is not designed to plan long stepping sequences and long solutions imply excessive search of stepping combinations leading to many minutes of computation. Instead, the planner is designed to solve short concatenations of stepping and body adjustments for the purpose of supporting manipulation tasks. Furthermore, our prototype implementation can still be significantly improved with the purpose of reducing computation time, in particular in respect to precomputing skill samples and Fig. 9 . In this example the target is behind the initial pose of the robot and there are few obstacles on the ground constraining the free space. This environment forces the robot to perform several rotational steps until it is able to reach the goal with the right hand.
employing specific continuous collision detection procedures based on simplified geometries.
The produced reaching motions have also been successfully transferred to the HOAP-3 platform for the realtime control of reaching tasks. Figure 10 shows snapshots of one of our experiments. In this example, markers tracked by motion capture cameras are used to record the position of the target to be reached. The planner then typically takes a few seconds for computing a solution (of relatively short duration), which can then be transferred and executed by the robot. Our realtime controller converts the sequence of joint angles of the solution motion into encoder values which are sent to the robot at about 30 Hz.
The presented experiments show that the produced plans have enough precision for being successfully executed by the humanoid robot. Several extensions are being carried out for improving the robustness of the humanoid control. For instance we are currently integrating reactive controllers monitoring the robot's sensors with the specific purpose of improving balance maintenance and target tracking while executing computed motions.
The video accompanying this paper presents animations of some of the obtained results and also demonstrations of planned motions being applied to the HOAP-3 humanoid. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describes a multi-skill motion planning framework able to plan the sequencing of generic motion skills.
The presented results demonstrate that the proposed framework is able to solve multi-modal problems involving mobility and manipulation.
This approach has the potential to lead to optimal wholebody humanoid performances which are closer to human-like strategies. Furthermore, the proposed skill-based approach has the potential to enable a human-like automated way of learning complex skills from basic ones. The presented framework has therefore the potential to be useful to a wide range of humanoid applications related to achieving intelligent autonomous assistants.
As future work, we are exploring several topics for improvement of the framework: 1) the use of higher-level skills, 2) skill parameterization properties for improving the planning, and 3) mechanisms for learning basic coordinations in order to solve repeated situations fast.
